Endoscopic ultrasound in the diagnosis of foreign bodies of the colon and rectum
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SUMMARY

Although the ingestion of foreign bodies is a common clinical problem, severe complications such as perforation are rare and occur in less than 1% of cases. Different types of foreign bodies and the various affected regions within the gastrointestinal tract make foreign body ingestion a complex entity, with a wide range of presentation requiring different diagnostic modalities. We report two cases of patients who underwent endoscopic ultrasound for evaluation of subepithelial lesions consisting of foreign body granulomas in the colon and rectum. Colorectal foreign body granuloma is a rare complication after accidental ingestion. Endoscopic ultrasound can be a useful diagnostic tool and can avoid the need for more invasive procedures.
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INTRODUCTION

Although the ingestion of foreign bodies is a common clinical problem, severe complications like perforation are rare and occur in less than 1% of cases.¹² Different types of foreign bodies and the various affected regions within the gastrointestinal tract make foreign body ingestion a complex entity, with a wide range of presentation requiring different diagnostic modalities.

In the last three decades, endoscopic ultrasound has gained importance both as a diagnostic and as a therapeutic tool for gastrointestinal tract disorders. Ten years ago, 60% of gastroenterologists were already using endoscopic ultrasound in the United States.³¹⁰ However, in other parts of the world such as Brazil, this method is still not widespread, especially within the public health system and in rural regions.

We report two cases of patients who each underwent endoscopic ultrasound for evaluation of colorectal subepithelial lesions consisting of foreign body granulomas.

CASE 1

A 62-year-old healthy white male was referred for endoscopic ultrasound after a screening colonoscopy that showed two elevated lesions adjacent to each other in the ascending colon. The lesions measured approximately 10 mm and 7 mm in their greater diameter, had normal appearing covering mucosa, which was firm to compression with closed biopsy forceps (no pillow-sign); biopsies were not performed (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1 Colonoscopic view of subepithelial lesions in the ascendant colon (black arrows).
Laboratory examinations were normal. Endoscopic ultrasound showed hypoechoic oval lesions arising from the submucosal layer, with a linear hyperechoic image within the lesions. These were suggestive of granulomas secondary to a foreign body reaction, probably due to a fishbone (Figure 2). The patient was informed of the findings and expectant management was indicated. CT scan was performed to exclude other abnormalities and future follow-up by colonoscopy was indicated.

**CASE 2**

A 51-year-old healthy white male was referred for endoscopic ultrasound after the finding of a subepithelial rectal lesion, measuring approximately 10 mm in its greater diameter, with discrete mucosal enanthema and central umbilication on screening colonoscopy (Figure 3). Biopsy has shown mild unspecific inflammatory changes in the mucosa. A concomitant lesion was seen in the ascending colon with a pale yellow color and soft consistency to the touch (pillow sign present), considered to be a lipoma.

Endoscopic ultrasound showed a lesion with mixed echogenicity (predominantly hypoechoic) and a hyperechoic linear structure in its interior (Figure 4). The lesion was considered a granuloma due to foreign body reaction (the patient reported ingestion of a fishbone a few months prior). The patient underwent expectant management and will be followed up with subsequent proctologic screening.

**DISCUSSION**

Perforation secondary to ingested foreign bodies has been reported in all segments of the gastrointestinal tract. Acute perforation with extraluminal contamination and sepsis can require emergent surgical treatment. Sharp pointed objects such as toothpicks, needles, dental plates, and fish and chicken bones are usually associated with perforation or penetration in the gastrointestinal organ walls. Foreign body complications can also arise after sutures and in some unusual situations such as formation of a barium granuloma after radiologic examination.11-13 Most recently, with the advent of endoscopic therapeutic modalities, foreign body reactions are becoming more frequent after positioning of stents (gastrointestinal and biliary) and after injection of materials such as cyanoacrylates for the treatment of varices.14 Furthermore, the impaction of foreign bodies in the rectum can cause anorectal abscesses and fistulas.
Diagnosis of foreign body complications can be difficult due to the varied presentation, different types of foreign bodies, unsuspected or a long interim after ingestion, and a wide range of differential diagnosis in the gastrointestinal tract. Foreign body granulomas have been confused with inflammatory bowel disease and tumors throughout the gastrointestinal tract. Plain radiograph is the most commonly used modality to detect ingested foreign bodies; radiographs can reveal radiopaque objects and also assess the presence of pneumoperitoneum in cases of perforation. In cases of radiolucent objects, computed tomography appears to be the modality of choice and can show the presence of abscess, free air, and any involvement of the surrounding structures. Endoscopic ultrasound images can vary according to the type of foreign body. Wood and plastic materials tend to produce acoustic shadow, metals are typically hyperechoic and cause reverberation, and glass is hyperechoic but does not cause reverberation. The inflammatory reaction can lead to a hypoechoic ring around the foreign body. Parasites produce hyperechoic images with a hypoechoic band in its interior and transverse images show a targeted lesion.

Gastrointestinal lesions such as gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST) and neuroendocrine tumors usually present as hypoechoic lesions. Some gastrointestinal tumors can show a hyaline deposition under the mucosa and increased refringence; this is an important differential diagnosis. A definitive diagnosis of a small foreign body granuloma is typically made by the pathologist after its removal, but sometimes an invasive procedure can be avoided.

The follow-up regimen of patients with foreign body granulomas is unclear. Since most published studies are case reports, there are no algorithms to monitor these patients. A long chronic course has been reported such as in a patient who required colonic resection secondary to foreign body ingestion 10 years prior. The patient had an inflammatory tumor after perforation of the transverse colon. He underwent examinations for abdominal pain and a palpable mass was found on physical examination. Conversely, resolution without any long-term consequences has also been reported. Kikuchi et al. reported the case of a patient with an esophageal foreign body causing a granuloma. The authors repeated esophagastroduodenoscopy, esophagogastroscopy and CT after one year and reported a progressively smaller lesion and no identifiable foreign body.

**Conclusion**

Colorectal foreign body granuloma is a rare complication after accidental foreign body ingestion. Endoscopic ultrasound can be a useful diagnostic tool and can avoid the need for more invasive procedures.

**Resumo**

Ultrassonografia endoscópica no diagnóstico de corpos estranhos no cólon e no reto

Embora a ingestão de corpos estranhos seja uma condição clínica frequente, complicações graves como perfuração são raras e ocorrem em menos de 1% dos casos. Tipos diferentes de corpos estranhos e as diversas regiões afetadas do trato gastrointestinal fazem da ingestão de corpos estranhos uma entidade complexa, com uma variada gama de apresentações, demandando várias modalidades diagnósticas. Nós reportamos dois casos de pacientes que foram submetidos à ultrassonografia endoscópica para avaliação de lesões subepiteliais, consistindo em granulomas de corpo estranho no cólon e no reto. Granulomas de corpo estranho colorretais são uma complicação rara após ingestão acidental. Ultrassonografia endoscópica pode ser uma ferramenta diagnóstica útil e pode evitar procedimentos mais invasivos.
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